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De Havilland Vampire History Designers Notes

My Schoolboy favourite Jet, the Vampire was the
icon of the British Golden age of Aviation.   an
amazing Silhouette, shining silver elegance!

This design has been designed around a 64mm
EDF or single pusher prop design.

Its not a simple shape to replicate, so I've
designed some support jigs to help keep all the
pieces aligned and true.

After having flown a few durafly Vampire models,
I really wanted to make a Jetworks version,
incorporating a few tweaks to build upon a really
stable, easy to fly aircraft.

Designated as the DH99 (initially named the ‘Spider Crab’) it was an all-metal design which was
considered to be hugely experimental in its unorthodox arrangement of twin rear booms
mounted behind a moulded, egg-shaped wood / aluminium fuselage and one single engine.

The relative low power of the early jet engines normally called for twin installations but Halfords
engine proved to be extremely efficient, making single engine fighters a real possibility.In order
to maximise the efficiency of this new technology and to respond to Ministry recommendations,
the design was modified into a mixed wood and metal construction which was re-designated
DH100 Vampire, first flown on 20th September 1943 at Hatfield by Geoffery de Havilland Junior
(son of the founder), albeit some 6 months after the Meteor, having been delayed by engine
availability.  Despite finally arriving after the end of the Second World War, the Vampire was
eagerly awaited and became the second British jet fighter to see service with the RAF.  It was
given the honour of leading the VE-Day flypast over London. The DH Vampire was the first RAF
aircraft to be able to exceed 500 mph.

A number of DH100 Vampires were also modified for shipboard use such as the DH Sea
Vampire and on 3rd December 1945, Captain Eric 'Winkle' Brown completed the first successful
landing and take-off of a jet fighter from the Carrier HMS Ocean.  It was also the Royal Navy’s
first jet fighter. DH100 Sea Vampire F1 landing on HMS Ocean 3rd December 1945 The type
was very successful in the export market, providing many air forces with their first experience of
jet fighter operations and around 30 air forces were ultimately to operate the type.
An experimental version of the DH Vampire featured an extended wingspan and a DH Ghost
engine and it was this aircraft that was to set a World Altitude record of 59,446 ft in March
1948.

Later that year, 6 DH Vampire F3’s became the first jet fighters to fly across the Atlantic for an
'RAF Goodwill Tour of Canada'.By the time production finally ended, 3,269 Vampires had been
built in England and a further 1,067 built under licence abroad. The Vampire remained as a
front-line fighter for the RAF until 1953, after which it was retained only in the pilot training and
refresher role. Elsewhere, the aircraft had surprisingly longevity with large numbers still in
service in several air forces in the 1980s. The Swiss Air Force was the last Vampire user,
retiring their sizeable fleet of DH Vampire FB.6s and T.55s from active service as late as 1990.

The DH100 Vampire finally retired from RAF service in 1966, being replaced by the Hawker
Hunter and Gloster Javelin. There are large numbers of airworthy aircraft still flying today,
predominantly due to its simple design and relatively easy maintenance.  In addition, there are
over a hundred aircraft kept in superb condition and on display at museums around the world.

Copyright Jasper Nielson



Adhesives
> For the majority of construction :

- UHU Creativ for Styrofoam (also called UHU POR)
- 3M 77 Spray adhesive.

>For wing spars and motor mounts :
- Epoxy.  (5 and 15mins cure times are the most convenient)
micro-baloons can be added to reduce weight.

> For servo’s / and quick grab :
- Hot melt glue gun - Caution if the glue gets too hot it will melt foam - test first!

Tapes
> For holding parts tightly together whilst glue sets

- Low tack masking tapes
> For leading edges, hinges, general strengthening

- 3M Gift tape (Purple - not green one!) - I prefer lightweight plastic hinges.

Cutting parts
1. Print the plans,
2. Cut around each part using scissors - allow a border of approx (1/4”) 6mm
3. Use either 3M spray mount or a very light coat of 3M 77 to the back of the parts and
stick in an economical layout on the Depron foam.
4. Using a safety rule and craft knife over a cutting mat - important! use a fresh blade
otherwise it will drag and spoil the foam.  (I find the stanley knife perfect) make the
straight edge cuts, then the curved parts freehand.
5. Once the parts are cut-out, keep the template stuck to the part until just before needed
to help identify the parts.
6. After use, I find it helpful to keep all the used tempates in case replacement parts need
making. (the glue eventually dries and they don’t stick together!)

Glueing parts together.
1. Ensure a really good fit - this will reduce the amount of adhesive used. The Bar Sander
is a great tool for this.
2. Follow the adhesive instructions closely.
3. Use ordinary steel head pins to help keep the parts located whilst epoxy sets.
4. Use objects as weights such as paperweights to apply pressure whilst adhesive sets.
5. Use masking tape to apply pressure whilst adhesive sets. Also use masking tape
to along the slots for the wing spars whilst gluing the carbon rod spars into the wings.

IMPORTANT Wherever the plans call for marking guidelines onto the depron,
please ensure that you do otherwise it can cause problems later on. I suggest you
use a Sharpie Fineliner to transfer the lines.

Before you start.
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Either Glue together the two
pieces of 3mm Lite-ply to
make the Central Wing
Brace, or 3d print one.

All versionsx

Fuselage side (Inner)

Fuselage upper
corner reinforcers

6mm

EDF only

All versions

Pusher Bulkhead 4EDF only

Pusher only
PARTS ‘CUT AWAY’ FOR
ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES

All versions

RX tray

Pre curve the Fuselage sides
(Inner).

Glue the Central Wing
Brace, RX shelf and the two
sides of the Fuselage sides
(Inner) together as shown.

All versions

RX Shelf
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3D
Printed

Part

3D
Printed

Part
(optional)

Fuselage sides (Inner)



Pre-shape the Belly Panel
(Inner) to match the
Fuselage Sides (Inner).

Mark the location position on
the fromBelly Panel (Inner)
the plans.

All versionsx

Fuselage side (Inner)

Fuselage upper
corner reinforcers

6mm

EDF only

All versions

Pusher Bulkhead 4EDF only

Pusher only
PARTS ‘CUT AWAY’ FOR
ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES

All versions

Belly panel (inner)

RX tray

Glue the Inner fuselage
assembly to the Belly Panel
(Inner) as shown by the
yellow line.

All versions
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Belly panel (inner)



Glue onto theBulkhead 1
assembly.

Note : The sticking out tab will
be used later on in the build
process to help position the
wing.

All versions

Bulkhead 1
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Glue the Forward Fuselage
Upper #1 to the assembly as
shown

All versions

Forward Fuselage Upper #1



Create the Spar Bulkhead and
Rear bulkhead from 3mm lite-ply
(two pieces glued together).
Alternatively you can 3d print
these parts.

Use these parts with both Pusher
and EDF versions.

With the EDF version, ensure that
your chosen EDF unit will fit
snugly within the holes as shown,
and dry fit in place.  It is designed
for 64mm but a 70mm may be
carefully fitted.

Rear Bulkhead
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Spar BulkheadAll versions

3D
Printed

Part

3D
Printed

Part
(optional)

Partially cut the lite-ply aft
bulkhead tab to help make
removing it easier later on in the
construction.

Glue the bulkheads to the
assembly, but dont glue the
bulkheads to the EDF (if chosen).

Create these bulkheads for both
EDF or PUSHER variants.



EDF version only,  Print out the
air intake ducting and glue to the
Spar bulkhead - don't glue to the
fuselage Sides (Inner) at this
stage.

Alternatively if you don't have 3d
printed parts, ensure you have
the EDF bell-mouth ring fitted to
your EDF.

Air intake ducting
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3D
Printed

Part

3D
Printed

Part
(optional)

EDF only

All versions Glue the toFuselage sides #1
the assembly EXCLUDING the
top of the rear bulkheads.x



Pre-curve the Fuselage
Upper #1.

Pull apart the upper part of
Fuselage side #1 then glue
Fuselage Upper #1 to the
rear bulkheads and Fuselage
Inner.

Once set, glue the Fuselage
Side #1 to the edges of the
Fuselage Upper #1

All versions

Fuselage upper #1

Before gluing Fuselage
Upper #2 into place, offer
your Speed controller and
cables into its intended
position, and trim away the
foam where required to make
good cable runs etc.

All versions
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This cut-out is for the EDF
Speed controller.  It is not

required for the Pusher version

Fuselage upper #2
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EDF only

ESC

This cutaway schematic shows the intended run of the EDF powertrain. The ailerons
and Elevator servo cables will enter in to the RX tray area from the sides.



Glue together the two Pusher
Motor Mount Panel pieces
together, and mount your
motor stick mount to it using
Hot Melt Glue.

Pusher motor mount panel (x2)

Carefully mark out the centreline
on the fuselage, and align the
Pusher motor mount panel
accordingly.

Ensure you don't have it fitted
upside down!

Glue to the bulkheads where the
parts meet using epoxy.
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Pusher only

Pusher only
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Pusher only

ESC

This cutaway schematic shows the intended run of the Pusher prop powertrain. The
ailerons and Elevator servo cables will enter in to the RX tray area from the sides.



Glue 2 to theFuselage Side #
assembly.

All versions Fuselage side #2

All versions
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Glue 3 to theFuselage Side #
assembly.

Fuselage side #3



All versions
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Glue andFuselage Upper #3
Forward Fuselage Upper#2
in place.

All versions Fuselage upper #3

Forward Fuselage Upper #2

Glue 3 to theFuselage Side #
assembly.

Fuselage side #3



Glue the Canopy Support
Pieces Forward Fuselageand
Upper #3 in place.

All versions

Glue the inBelly Panel (Outer)
place.

All versions

Belly Panel (Outer)

Vampire

Forward Fuselage Upper #3

Canopy Support Pieces
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Laminate foam sheet to make
the , alternativelyNosecone
3D print one.

All versions

Bulkhead 1

Glue the Nosecone Aligner
to the Fuselage, then Glue
the in place.Nosecone

All versions Nosecone Aligner

Vampire

3D
Printed

Part

3D
Printed

Part
(optional)

Nosecone
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Laminate foam sheet to make
the , alternativelyNosecone
3D print one.

All versions

Glue the Nosecone Aligner
to the Fuselage, then Glue
the in place.Nosecone

All versions

Lite-ply spar brace

Vampire

3D
Printed

Part

3D
Printed

Part
(optional)

Nosecone
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1. press magnet into depron to impress shape. 2. Dig out a recess for the magnet
using a sharp knife.

3. Apply glue into recess and
push magnet into it.

5. When fully cured, remove tape
and put adjoining magnet on top

6. When correctly aligned, press adjoining
depron onto the sticking up magnet to impress
shape.

7. Repeat steps 2-4 for the upper part.

Rare-earth Magnet

4. Whilst still wet, lay masking tape
over the area.

IMPORTANT.
Before glueing the upper magnet in,
check that the magnet is the right
way around!

Magnets

3D
Printed

Part

3D
Printed

Part
(optional)

All versions

attachment process

Create the canopy in the same way as the nosecone, or 3d Print
one and add magnets as shown.

3mm lite-ply tongue

Vampire Page 18

Foam sheet Spacer



Draw around the canopy onto
the fuselage to mark the
extents of the mating surface.

Sand the fuselage to shape
without sanding into this area.

All versions

Glue the 6mm carbon spars
into the Tail Boom Spar
panels using masking tape to
prevent dribble.

All versions

Tail Boom Spar Panel
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All versions

Construct a mirrored pair of booms.  On one of the booms trim out the
Elevator servo wire tunnel in order to run a servo extension cable through
it.  I suggest you leave off until the horizontalTail Boom Inner Panel #2
stabiliser is attached, and the servo wire is run through.

Trim the wing mating surface to match the dihedral angle of the wing.
(image opposite). This is indicated on the plans.

Elevator servo wire tunnel

Vampire

Tail Boom outer

Tail Boom Spar Panel

Tail Boom Inner Panel #1

Tail Boom Inner Panel #2
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Elevator servo wire tunnel

Wing Dihedral angle

Aileron servo
wire tunnel



Glue the Upper and Lower
stabiliser parts together using
UHU por.

Glue the Horizontal Stabiliser
spar into the Horizontal stabiliser
slot.

All versions Horizontal Stabiliser (upper)
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Horizontal Stabiliser spar

Horizontal Stabiliser (lower)

Fit the Elevator servo into the
Horizontal stabiliser using Hot
melt Glue.  Dig out a slot on the
underside of the Horizontal
Stabiliser to thread the servo wire
through.

Run the wire into the boom, and
connect the servo extension cable
to it.  Run the extension cable
down the length of the boom and
out as shown.

Glue the boom pieces together
using UHU Por.   Glue the
Horizontal Stabiliser to both
booms using epoxy.

Ensure both booms are parallel
and level to each other while the
epoxy sets.

All versions

H



Glue the lower wing spar into
the wing using epoxy.  Ensure
it protrudes 12mm.

Use Masking tape top and
bottom to contain the epoxy
while it sets.

All versions

Wing Panel

Vampire

Glue the Carbon wing spar to
the Wing spar support
pieces. Use Masking tape to
hold the spar in place until the
epoxy has set.

Remove the masking tape,
then wrap 0.6oz Fibreglass
cloth over the top of the
carbon spar and use WBPU
(Water based Polyurethane
floor varnish) as resin to fix
the Fibreglass in place.

Trim any excess fibreglass
away.

All versions

Wing spar Support Piece
(x2)

0.6oz Fibreglass cloth
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Glue the main wing spar
assembly into the wing as shown
using epoxy to ensure an even
bond all along the length of the
wing.

All versions

Construct two Wing Positional
Jigs (Mirrored pair) Glue together
using epoxy.

Once the glue has set, dry fit
them into the wings as shown (do
not glue!)

All versions
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Wing Positional Jigs (Mirrored pair)x



Whilst being supported with
the Wing Positional Jigs, on a
flat level surface, Offer both
wings to the fuselage.

Ensure that the carbon spars
slot neatly into the intended
receptacles.

Sand the mating
wing/fuselage part of the wing
if necessary to get a tight fit.

DO NOT GLUE YET!

All versions

Bulkhead 1

All versions

Sit all parts on a level surface.
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Construct the Tail boom
support cradle.

All versions

Sit the tail boom onto the cradle
- just aft of the tail bumper
'bump'.

Using a 20 / 30 minute epoxy.
Glue the wings to the fuselage
ensuring that the carbon spars
are locked and well glued into
the sockets.  Glue all mating
surfaces to the fuselage.

While the glue is still curing,
using epoxy, glue the tail
assembly to the wings.

Carefully examine (and adjust if
required) all elements of the
plane to ensure that the wings
have the correct angle, and that
the horizontal tail is horizontal.

Use pins to help the pieces to
stay in the correct location if
required.

Leave until the glue is fully
cured before continuing.

All versions
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Tail boom main cradle

Tail boom cradle
sides

30 Mins
Epoxy



Leave the assembly jigs in
place until the end of the
build.

Sand the Wing Leading Edge
supports to the correct shape
and attach using UHU Por.

All versions

Wing Leading
Edge supports
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Ensure that the Wing Inner
Doublers are a good fit to the
fuselage, sanding if
necessary.

Glue to the wing, using UHU
Por along on the wing surface
with epoxy along the
wing/fuselage intersection.

Dry fit  the wing servos,
running the servo wires under
the booms and through the
fuselage to the RX. You will
need to use servo extension
cables.

Wing Inner Doublers



All versions
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NON-3D PRINTED AIR
INTAKE VERSION.

Using 3mm foam, glue the
triangular toLower Air Intake
the assembly as shown using
epoxy, pinned in place until it
has set.

All versions Lite-ply spar brace

NON-3D PRINTED AIR
INTAKE VERSION.

Using 3mm foam, glue the
triangular toUpper Air Intake
the assembly as shown using
epoxy, pinned in place until it
has set.

Lower air intake

Upper air intake



All versions

Glue the various wing formers in place as shown. Align using as a guide.wing former #4B #4A

Trim away parts of the formers where the Aileron servo cables pass through.

All versions

Vampire

A

B

A

A

B

Wing
former #1

Wing
former #2

Wing
former #3

Wing
former #4

C

D

Wing
former #1

B

A

A

A

B

C

D

Wing
former #2

Wing
former #3

Wing
former #4
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Trim away the tab on the
Wing Positional Jig, to create
a 'socket' as shown.

Glue to theWing former #3B
wing so that it protrudes under
the wing, giving a tab for the
Wing positional tabs to locate
against.

All versions

Wing Former #3B

Glue the Outer Wing Trailing
Edge Longitudinal and the
Mid Wing Bonding Block to
the wing as shown.

All versions
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Trim away the jig as shown

Outer wing
Trailing edge
Longitudinal

Mid wing
Bonding Block



Glue the Aileron servo
reinforcers to the wing using
UHU por, then glue the servos
in place using Hot melt Glue.

All versions

Aileron
Servo

Reinforcers

Connect all the electronics
together, connect the battery and
test all the functions work
correctly.

All versions
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Carefully run a sanding block
over all the wing formers to
ensure a smooth mating
surface is achieved.

Make paper templates first then
carefully cut 3mm foam sheet
and glue to the wings as shown
using UHU Por on all the wing
connections and Epoxy on the
wing/fuselage join to ensure a
strong bond.

All versions

3mm Foam sheet

Using your preferred hinging
method, create and fix the
Elevator and Ailerons to the
aircraft. Test and adjust to +/- 25
degrees with 40% expo.

All versions Lite-ply spar brace
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Using the various sanding jigs,
sand the airfoil shape into the
wing as well as the oval boom
shape.

All versions

Put a on3mm Spacer 'tab'
the intake/wing intersection.

Make a mirrored pair, then
sand the 3mm Lower Intake
Cover to shape and glue in
place.

All versions Lower intake cover.

Vampire

3mm 'Tab'
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Remove from the support Jigs
and trim away all the protruding
tabs.  Sand smooth.

All versions

All versions

Vampire

Congratulations! Your Vampire
is Complete. You can fly it as it
is, or you can paint it!
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There are lots of paint schemes for the Vampire, browse
on Google to find your favourite!
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